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MATHEMATICS IN THE TECHNOLOGICAL' SCHOOLS
OF COLLEGIATE GRADE.

I. INTRODUCTION.PLACE OF APPLIED SCIENCE IN
HIGHER EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES.

A

DEFINITIONS.

The most striking characteristic of technological as of other forms
of education in the United States from the international standpointis doubtless its extreme range of variation and the impossibility of
framing general statements and definitions which shall be tree from
numerous exceptions. For the purposes of the present report a tech-
nological school or department may he defined as$ one giving sys-
tematic instruction in engineering and other forms of applied science
to students entering the institution at the average 'age of 18 or 19,
usually on the completion of a high-school course four years in.
length. This definition would exclude, for example,, the Jower-grade
technical schools which admit younger) students with less prepara-tion, and which give the training necessary for minor industrial
positions, with little or no usp of the calculus; it would exclude, again,
the evening schools for the supplementary training of men engaged
in technical vocations. Neither of these important types is; how-
ever, as yet very much developed in the United States in comparison
with the technological institutions of collegiate grade which are here
discussed. It should be noted, however, tllat actual technological
instruction is often preceded in the higher institutions, either from
choice or requirement, by one or more years devoted to academic or
general scientific _studies, also that I considerable and increasing
number of the technological . students have previously completed a
college course. The technological instiuction aims to qualify -Us
graduates' both for immediate usefulness- in junior positions in the
variQus branches of engineering, in technical chemistry, in archi-

There is some diversity of usage In regard to the use of the words "technology,* and "techaologicid."These tennstemployed in the reports of the Bureau of Education and adopted by the oommissioners Intheir general scheme, correspond with the titles of the various "schools" and "institutes" of tenhaology,and are here used as *early equivalent in meaning with "applied science" and "engineering," being,however, somewhat more definite and restricted in scope than the first and sOmewhat men comprehen-sive than the second. They seem to the writer to have for the present purpose the important advantageof comparative freedom from the vagueness or ambiguity which necessarMy attaches to such words asengineering, technical, etc., which are in more general oolloquial use. S. W. T.



MATHRMAtICS IN! TECHNOLOGICAL SCHOOLS.

and for ultimate pliaessioiii:iesponsibilitty. proportionate' to
inflirvidital capacity, etc. The 'curriculum is usually four year::!. in
length. (with.. a present tendency, to ex:teniion), and students com-
pliting..it commonly receive the degree bachelor of science.,(B. S.),
with specification of -the professional department. If titer same
institutloo gives also academic cour :es. leading to the bachelor of
arts degree, it is in general deemed, in tvhat, follows, to be a colleg6
or university having a technological department. The boundary
can not, however,. be very sharply drawn, and in some of the univer-
titles the-technological. department preponderatts numerically.-

HIST9RICAL SKETCH.

rior to the Civil War of 1861-1865 technological or 'engineering
edu.cation: ..the United States. was represented chiefly by Cho
Relisselaer Polytechnic Institute at'vatroy, N. Y., founded in 1824;
hq the work.' of Union College- in 'civ#.':engini3pring; by the '-inore
recently established scientific schools 'of and Yale Univiqr-
sities, and in a special sense by the military and naval academies at
West Point and Angtapolis. July .2, 1862, a far- reaching a.ct of Con-
gross prOvided a national grant of public land to each State for the--
endowmen
object
military

upporte and maintenance of at least one college 'where the leading
without excluding other ticientific and classical- Itudiea, stnd including
to teach such branches of learning snare related to agriculture and the

mechanic arts.

Some of ,.these grants proved enormously productive; and subse-
quent acts have largely increased the resources of the institutions.

The rapid subsequent growth of. technological education has been
due not only t9 this legislation, but to the economic conditions of the
times. The close of the Civil War was 'succeeded by a period of
extraordinary industrial development4, particularly, in the building of
railroads, but also in manufacturing and mining. Fie natural re-
sources of the country were so abundant, the demand for imm.ediate
results so keen, the supply .of trained engineers so scanty, that quick
and wasteful methods were inevitable. The existing institutions and
the methods of apprenticeship could no longer furnish a sufficient
number-of engineering recruits. Engineering had to be taught to
large bodies of students by men apt to be inexperjeliced either in
engineerilig or in teaching, sometimes even in both.' Th; constantly,
expanding subject-matter had to be worked into teachable form by
teaching it. Professional employment was so easily obtained that
many students were unable-to resist th(:- temptation to curtail their
preparation for it. Yet, on the other hand, there was widespread dis-
trust of engineering education in its newer fbrms. Manufactureis
accustomed to get on by rule-of-thumb methods were slow to realize
the need of employing mechanical engineers and chemists, Educa-



HISTORICAL SKETCH. 7
tors trained in the classical tradition denied. the educational value of
utilittiritm studies. Thus technological education during the pasthalf eentuly has had to work, out its difficult problenis sometimes in
incli'venderit institutions, sometimes in "connection with colleges and
universities with, for a tine at least a conservative lack of sympathy
for applied science. This relationship has greatly influenced the
'development both of technological education and of the colleges and
universities which have undertaken it. At the present time, .while
its unsolved problems are numerous'anci pressing, its honorable status
is established, and a great holt.of graduates are everlytabsorbed.each
year by the industries of the nation.

The fundamental subjects for technological students have naturally
been mathematics, physics, and chemistry( or these physics and
chemistry had not been much deveLped-in,the older. colleges,-- while a
moderate range of mathematics had been widely employed as a mesas
of mental discipline without much emphaks. on .its applications.The early students of engin ring were naturally taught mathematicslike their fellow collegians Id by teachers of the same, type. It was
necessary .for them, however, to attain tiome flicility'of mathematical
technique ; their time was. limited, their appreciation of theoretical
discussion not keen,. The teachers of engineering, with vague recol-
lections of their own collegiate matheniatics (to0:,often studied with-
,out referencti aits *applications), were apt t4 by suJcessful. in avoiding
the use of anything berend ftigonometrji, and thus confirmed the

4' students in A willing belief in\the relative uselessness of analytic
geometry and the calculus to. uractical men.- Out of the conditions
have "grown severe and 'sometimes exaggerated criticisms of mathe-
matics and mathematicians, coupled with a- tendency to insist that
mathematics shall be taught merely as a 'tool " and ,Istiai the teaching
shall be done by men of engineering training and x.lAsrience.' There
are indications of progress toward a. better mutual understanding
among the parties $ this controversy. Recent_ actiV-. discussion

assuredly result in a better unilerstanding and in progressive
improvement.

nie extraordinary development of science, the. continual.
specialization of the engineering professions, the immense advances

_ thelundameneal sciences, physics and chemistry, the necessity forturning out better and more broadly trained men, have in. 'recent
years caused seveie congestion of the technological curricultmi.This has been alleviated in some measure by condensation of subject- matter, by time-saving methods of teicliing, by utiliiation of the
summer vacation for educational purposts, by concentration ofattention on general principles. at the expense of technical processes.

Compare Symposium of Mathematics for Engiswering Students, reprinted from Selene, of July-September, i908.

100859°-Pull



8 . MATHEMATICS IN TECHNOLOGICAL SCHOOLS.

Nevertheless, it has-often been found necessary to restrict the time
assigned even to mathematics to very narrow limits, and there is a
marked tendency among the stronger institutions to make the normal
length of the course five years, or even six. The efforts to economize
time have led, with other causes, to a critical revision of the tradi-
tional mathematical program, of which a fuller statement will be

. found below.. These changes, while supported 14 a considerable
body of expert opinion, are naturally still in the experimental stage.
The fact that each higher institution in the United States has the
full control of its own cur 'culum, with no attempt at standardization
On the part of Nation o State, is naturally most favorable to the

. working out of such expe ents.1 Excesses in any direction are, on
the other hand, likely to be checked by the inter-relations of the
institutions and by the usually conservative influence of the larger
and older among them.

PRESENT GENERAL CONDITIONS.

r The Report of the United States Commissioner of Education for
_1908 shows that of 101,000 collegiate students reported nearly

1,000 were taking engineering courses, 6,000 agriculture, and 12,000
general science. Of 120 universities, colleges, and technological
schools included in the report as giving engineering instruction about
one-third are wholly technological (or agricultural), and these have
about three-eighths of the total number of engineering students.

The United States fosters technological education by considerable
annual grants, amounting in 1907-8 to about 12,500,000, not includ-
ing grants for the Military and Naval Academies. The control and
management of the institutions are vested, however, in State (not
national) officers, or in corporations which are sometimes wholly
private, and sometimes include representatives of the State.

The relation of the several States to higher education varies widely.
In the older easteo States instruction of collegiate grade is mainly
carried on by grearprivate institutions, some of which have received
vast endowments from private sources. In the rest of the country,
and particularly in the Middle West, the great State .universities are
liberally supported from the State treasuries. The national grants
have in many cases been assigned by the States to the State uni-
versities; in some, however, to separate institutions.

The fundamental difference between the ordinary college (or the
academic department) and the technological school or department
consists in the definite professional aim of the latter. Here again
there is a wide range from the technological school which confines

I. In recent years certain private agencies, notably the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of
Teashing, have come to exert *considerable Influence in favor of relatively high standards by establishing
conditions of ellgibility for Institutions deserving financial support.
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its attention to technical subjects and those On which they.4directly
depend, to the university which *sista on two or more years of gen-eral college work as a preliminary to the professional. *The inde-pendent agricultural and mechanical .colleges "have offen maintainedsomewhat lowetitandArds of admission and graduation.

While most universities and colleges leave. their students at present
a considerable freedom of choice ot subjects, the engineering curric-ulum is generally laid out with relatively complete definiteness.During the _first year or two the curriCulum may be identical for all;thereafter the student follows the program he has selected, with per-haps some latitude in respect to the choice among collateral subjects
or professional specialties.

The influence of university connection on technological, educationhis various interesting aspects. When academic and technologicaldepartments are not very unequal in size and age, and when other
conditions are favorable, each may react advantageously on theother. The development of work in applied science has greatlystimulated interest in the sciences themselves and in laboratorymethods of instruction. University connection has in many casesinsured a larger and stronger staff, a better library, a more favorable
position for science departments, and a broader educational. -spiritand policy. In the larger technological schools many of these ad-
vantages have also .been realized, together with somewhat greaterfreedom of development.

On the hand there is danger that in a university the balance
may not always be evenly held between the interests of the academicand the technological students, or there maybe an excess of emphasis
on abstract science, or the professional spirit of the ,technologicalstudent may suffer impairment from the distractiOns of academicathletics, etc.

An interesting review of ptesent conditions, and particularly of
current criticism of the teaching of mathematics to students of
engineering, may be found in the reports of the joint 'meeting of thesection' on mathematics and. on mechanical science and .engineeringof the American Association for the Advancement of Science and the
Chicago section of the American Mathematical Society, reprinted
from Science of July 17, 24, 31, August 7, 28, and September 4, 1908,
and referred to in the following pages as the 'Chicag6 symposium.
Reference will also be made to a symposium on instruction in.calculus
At the Madison (1910) meeting 'of the Society for the Promotion of
Engineering EdUcation, of which., however, only a preliminary pub-
lication is yet availabler

committee appointed at the Chicago meeting to report to the
Society for the Promotion of engineering Education has courteously
tolatOd materiel collected by it, at the disposal of the present coMmite.
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tee. The scope of its work is indicated by the following preface of
its report (which is to be published in the bulletin of the society):

The object of this report is to present a synopsis of those fundamental principles
and methods of mathematics which, in the opinion of the committee, should constitute
the minimum mathematical equipment of the student of engineering.

It is hoped that this report may be serviceable in two ways: First, to the teacher,
as an indication of where the emphasis should be laid; and secondly, to the student,
as a syllabus of facts and methods which are to be his working tools. It does not
include data for which the student would properly refer to an engineer's handbook;
it includes rather just those things for which he ought never to be obliged to refer to
any book, the things which he should have constantly at his fingers' ends.

The teacher of mathematics should see to it that at least these facts are perfectly
familiar to all his students, so that the professor of engineering may presuppose, with
confidence, at least this much mathematical knowledge on the part of his students.
On the other hand, if the professor of engineering needs to use, at any point, more
advanced mathematical methods than those here mentioned, he should be careful
to explain them to his class.

The defects in the mathematical training of the student of engineering appear to
be largely in knowledge and grasp of fundamental principles, and the constant effort
of the teacher should be to ground the student thoroughly in those fundamentals,
which are too often lost sight of in a mass of details.

The committee has not found it possible to propose a detaillitt-etyrrree.,Stte.study.
The order in which these topics should be taken up must be left largely to the
tion of the individual teacher. The committee is firmly of the opinion, however,
that whatever order is adopted, the principal part of the course should be problems
worked by the students, and that all these problems should be solved on the basis
of a small number of fundamental principles and methods, such as are here suggested.

What is most needed at the present time is a series of synoptical textbooks, which
shall present, in compact form, first, the fundamental principles of the science, and
second, a classified and graded collection of problems (which would naturally be
subject to continual change and expansion). It is the hope of the committee that
this report, which is confined to the first part of the desired textbook, will stimulate
throughout the country practical contributions toward the second.

IL PLAN OF INVESTIGATION.

A detailed questionnaire (reprinted below), prepared by the present
committee in cooperation with that on colleges of liberal arts and
universities, State and endowed, was issued by the United States
Commissioner of Education in December, 1909, to a large number
of institutions believed to be representative. The accompanying
reports of subcommittees, one on technological schools, the other
on technological departments, are based largely on a comparative
stndy of the replies received. No attempt has been made, however,
to secure statistical completeness. The remainder 'of the present
report consists mainly of a, review of the subcommittee reports with
some comparative discussion of the facts and conditions brought
out in them. .

The committee tenders its grateful thanks to the Commissioner
of Education for his valued aid, and to the fellow mathematicians to
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whose painstaking and suggestive replies these reports owe much
of whatever value they may possess: Special mention should also
be made of the cooperation of Professors A.4Ziwet, of the University
of Michigan and E R. Hedrick, of the University of Missouri.

Questionnaire on the Teaching of Mathematic in Universities, Colleges, andirech-
... uological Schools or Departments.

General Information.

1. Name of institution. Place.
2. Mathematical staff (complete list with present titles, academic degrees, and a

-brief mention of any special preparation of members, e. g., training in physics, thstron-omy, or technology, or engineering practice).

ORG

3. List of departments (schools, colleges, ek.) in which mathemaleili of collegiategrade is taught.
4. List of degrees given in these departments for undergraduate wor.lan
5. In these different schools or departments are there separate mathematical depart-ments? If not, . what combinations are made? What relations subsist between

different mathematical departments? (Compare with question 2.)
6. Status of mathematical department in its relationsdependence or independ-enceto the general faculty or to other coordinate departments.
7. Status of mathematical teachers as to internal organization of mathemapcal

department; influence or control exercised by senior teachers or head of department
over junior colleagues.

8. To What extent are menibers of the department restricted or directed by adifilmis-trative officers in the conduct of their instruction, either as to subject matter ormethods?
9. What princiRlei govern distribution of teaching? For example: Do seniorteachers give a large or small proportion of elementary or required instruction, andare advanced elective subjects intrusted to junior teachers?
10. Arc department meetings held regularly for discussion of current teaching, orscientific matters, or both?
11. To what extent are collegiate aid technological students taught in the sameclasses, and what are the reasons for or against such combinations? (Compare 26.)12. To what extent are mechanics and descriptive geometry or other branches ofapplied mathematics taught by the mathematical department?
13. By what system or method are vacancies in the mathematical staff filled?

.14. What material changes, if any, in matters referred to in questions 1 to 13 havebeen made during the past 10 years?
15. What tendencies to change are now in operation, and what changes seem toyou desirable?

CURRICULUM.

16. Extent of admission requirement. (Preferably in terms of the definitionsrecommended by committee of American Mathematical Society and now in use bythe College Entiance Examination Board. In case of deviation from these, a briefstatement of reasons is 'desired.) , Samples of examination papers or 'certificate
blanks are requested. AO of students at entrance?

17, General quality of mathematical preparation as indicated by the results of your
admission system? A brief discussion of prevalent defects in preparation is invited.

18. What changes of admission requirements in mathematO have been made duringthe peat 10 years, an what changes are still desirable?
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19. Outline of mathematics curriculum, with brief statement of conditions which
have determined it, and of any exist* tendencies to change it. It is desired that
time and number of exercises allotted to each subject be shown.; that textbooks in use
be mentioned, and any deviation from usual selection or order of topics be stated, with
reasons. The extent to which subjects ordinarily separate are combined is of particu-
lar interest. Status of mathematics, as required or elective subject, as a major or
minor subject, as requirement for degrees, or for recommendation for secondary
teaching.

20. What mathematical courses are required or elective in advance of the (first)
course in calculus? Does an extension of this list either as to required or elective
subjects seem to you desirable and probable for technological students? Do you
favor, for example, mathematical requirements equal to those of the continental
technological institutions?

21. To what extent is the curriculum detertined either as to content or aim by the
needs of other departments dependent on mathematical preparation?

22. To what extent is there a tendency in emphasizing applications of the mathe-
matits to introduce elementary mechanics, physics, thermodynamics, etc., in the
courses in mathematics?

23. How far and in what manner are mathematics and engineering, or allied subjects,
correlated?

24. What is the attitude of professional and applied science departments toward
pure mathematics as to time allotment, aims of instruction, etc.? Do those depart-
ments prefer to teach such mathematics 88 they desire?

25. To what extent is the mathematical curriculum restricted by congestion of
subject matter in the engineering courses?

26. To what extent does the mathematical curriculum for technological students
correspond with that for collegiate students? (Compare 11.)

27. What instruction is given in history of mathematics?
28. What changes have taken place in the matters covered by questions 19 to 27

during the past 10 years, and what changes are present tendencies likely to cause?
In particular, any present or projected extension, of the usual four-year technological
course affecting the mathematical instruction should be stated.

A11118 AND METHODS OF TEACHINGEXAMINATIONS.

Brief description of aims and methods of teaching, indicating relative emphasis,
and in particular-

29. AimOjin teaching as to relative emphasis on different resultse. g., mathematical
dexterity, analytical power, logical keenness, accuracy in computation. To what
extent are our studenfscollegiate or technologicalgaining from their mathematics
either general culture or mathematical power and resourcefulness?

30. Extent to which lectures; oral recitations, blackboard work, written tests, criti-
cism of student's workin class or privately, are used. Are so-called seminar methods
found useful in teaching undergraduates? If so, in what subjects?

31. Arp definite programs of elementary courses prepared in advance; and, if so, are
they duplicated for teachers and students?

32. Manner in which records are made up, and extent to which they depend on
term work or a final examination.

33. Degree of importance attached to independence in ordinary problem work, and
steps talcen to secure. or test it. Is problem work criticised and returned? If so, by
whom?

34. Bitent to which personal conference of students with teachers is employed.
36. Normal amount of teaching for, teachers of different grades, and extent of their

dental duties.
36. Average size of claases4 ptincipal subjects. If instruction is coeducational,

Ooportion of women students,
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k37. Use made of models. Are madele.made by students?
38. Is mathematical drawing or other work of laboratory th,iacter required yr offered

by the mathematical department?
39. To what extent are students- allowed, or advised, to use tables of formulae in

examinations or in the classroom?
40. What changes in methods of teaching have been lade during the past 10 years,

and what are present tendencies? .

14

PREPARATION OP TEACHER.

4L What kind and extent of preparation seems to you most desirable for members
of your staff? For example: An academic or a technological undergraduate course
(or both) followed by graduate work in mathematics? Do you consider it practicable
and desirable to secure teachers who either before or after their graduate world in
mathematics have had actual engineering experience? What importance do you
attach to previous teaching experience in college teaching? In secondary teaching?
(See also question 13.)

42. Do you favor a systematic attempt on the part of technological schools or depart.
ments to prepare students for mathematical teaching? Should technological students
of exceptional mathematical ability be induced to specialize mainly in mathematics?

43. Is it your opinion that colleges or technological schools should provide for
undergraduate courses in the pedagogy of mathematics?

44. State, if possible, the total number of different persons who have given instruc-
tion in youimathematical department, or departments, during the decade 1899-1909.

45. Do you favor permanent or protracted retention of teachers in rank below that
of assistant professor?

III. REVIEW OF REPO TS OF SUBCOMMITTEES ON INDE-
PENDENT TECHNO OGICAL SCHOOLS AND ON TECH-
NOLOGICAL DE TMENTS OF COLLEGES AND
UNIVERSITIES.

This review is based in part on the actual subcommittee reports, in
part on other sources. While the subcommittee reports are intended
to be primarily descriptive accounts of existing conditions and
tendencies; with incidental expressions of opinion, the present review
undertakes to deal with the subject in .a somewhat broader general
manger in the light of whatever information and experience are at
.the disposal of the committee, but always with reference to current
conditions.

ORGANIZATION AND STATUS OF MATHEMATICAL STAFF.

The size, personnel, and proportion of men in different grades are
in each institution a matter of more or less complex evolution,
affected by many perSonal considerations. The mere size of the
Mathematical staff depends for its significance mainly on the relation
it bears to the number of students, a relation not easily determined
in the case of the institutions having a single mathematical staff for
academic. and technological students. In the judgment of the 60m,- t
mittee a department should normally have not less than half its
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members of professorial grade, including assistant professors. Com-
ment on the qualifications desirable in junior teachers will be made
later.

The departmental organization and the relation of the mathe-
matical to the other departments appear to be relatively simple and
elastic, as is naturally desirable. The extent of departmental
organization existing or needful naturally varies widely with the
size of the department and with the range of experience and attain-
ments among its members. It apperirs to be generally recognized,
as it should be, that men worthy of appointment even as junior
teachers are entitled to a high degree of ;freedom as to methods of
teaching. Mn the other hand when large classes are distributed in
small sections among a number of teachers there should be control
or approximate agreement as to subject-matter, aims, and rate of
progress.

The very limited extent to which theoretical mechanics and descrip-
tive.geometry are taught in the mathematical departments seems to
the committee unfortunate, and will be discussed in connection with
the mathematical curriculum below.

ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS IN MATHEMATICS.

The usual entrance rements in mathematics for technological
schools and departmentslude elementary algebra and plane and
solid geometry. A considerable number of institutions require also
plane trigonometry, a few add advanced algebra, and a few arith-
metic. The following definitions of the more usual subjects, pre-
pared by a committee of the American Mathematical Society in41903,
have been adopted by numerous institutions and by the College
Entrance Examination Board.

ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA.

The four fundameital operations for rational algebraic expressions; factoring; deter-
mination of highest common factor and lowest common multiple by factoring; frac-
tions, including complex fractions, ratio and proportion; linear equations, both
numerical and literal, containing one 9r more unknown quantities; problems depend-

, ing on linear equations; radicals, including the extraction of the square root of poly-
nomials and of numbers; exponents, including the fractional and negative; quadratic
equBtions, both numerical and literal; simple cases of equations with one or more
unknown quantities, that can be solved by the methods of linear or quadratic equa-
tions; problems depending upon quadratic equations; the binomial theorem for
positive integral exponents; the formulas for the nth term and the sum of the terms
of arithmetic and geometric progressions, with applications.

It is assumed that pupils will be required throughout the course to solve numerous
problems which involve putting questions into equations. Some of these problems
should be chosen from mensuration, from physics, and from commercial life. The
use of graphical methods and illustrations, particularly in connection with the tution
of equations, is also expected.
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PLANE GEOMETRY.

The usual theorems and constructions of good textbooks, including the general
properties of plane rectilinear figures; the circle and the measurement °t angles;
similar polygons; areas; regular polygons and the measurement of the circle. The
solution of numerous original exercises, including loci problems. Applications to
the mensuration of lines and plane surfaces. .

. SOLID GEOMETRY.

The usual theorems and constructions of good teitbooki, including the relations of
planes and Jines in space; the properties and. measurement of prisms, pyramids,
cylinders, and cones; the sphere and the spherical triangle. The solution of numeroufit
original exercises, including loci problems. Applications to the mensuration of sur-
faces and solids.

These definitions eliminating minor variations in the existing defi-
nitions of different colleges, were framed with a' view to simplifying
the elementary algebra by omitting certain non-essentials, and. it the
same time enriching it by the introduction of graphical methods and
of more numerous problems. At. present an .attempt4 is in progress
to define geometry less vaguely by means of a standard syllabus.

The 'current unit-scale of the Carnegie Foundation and the College
Entrance Examination Board rate the subjects as follows:

Algebra 14, plane geometry 1, solid geometry trigonometry a
unit being supposed to represent a year's work in the school with
four or five exercises per week. The total adinission requirements of
a college or technological school of normally high standards amount
to 14 or more such units.

The few institutions requiring advanced algebra differ very widely
in their definitions of it, and it appears to be the general opiniOn that
this subject is within the proper range only of the exceptionally able
student in an exceptionally strong preparaqy school. As to plane
trigonometry as an entrance requirement there is some difference of
opinion. It is generally recognized thht the concrete trigonometry
with its solution of practical problems is quite within the grasp of pre-
paratory students and of 'decided interest to them in its application
of the' combined resourcespf geometry, arithmetic, and algebra. The
same can hardly be said, however, of those.theoretical portions of the
subject so important for later `mathematical work. It is also impor-
tant to bear in mind that in the average aecondary school sufficient
emphasis will rarely be .laid On accuracy in compttation for the needs
of the, future student of engineering. Some institutions prefer that

, all the time available for mathematics in. the high school should- be
devoted' to the maximum degrmof thorotIghness in the -elementary
algebra and geometry rather than to a program including trigononi7
etry also. Wherever elementary trigonometry can be completed
without sacrifice of such thoroughness, it is probably desirable that it
should be included. It does not appear that any increase in nuithe7

100869°,;Bull.
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matical entrance requirements beyond elementary algebra, plane and
soEd, geometry, and plane trigonometry; as above defined, is either
probable Or desirable'.

As to a specific requirement in arithmetic, the vital importance of
accurate computation and the marked inability of entering students
in this .direction are generally recognized. Only e few institutions,
however, seek a-direct remedy for this inability by an entrance require- .

meat in arithmetic; some expect the exaniination in trigonometry to
be a more or less adequate test; some include numerical computa-
tion in the algebra and geometry papers. The efficacy of any of these
methods is limited.

As to defective quality of preparation, the causes are probably far
/too deep-seated to admit of anything more than gradual amelioration.

to demand for preparation in mathematics, is so large that the ele-
mentary teaching mdst be often entrusted to persons not specially
qualified for successful mathematical teaching either by natural

:endowment, interest, or training.' The financial rewards of the
teachers are usually small. On the other hand there has been a
Marked improvement in textbooks, in the establishment of period-
icals for secondary teachers, and particularly in the organization of
local associations of teachers of mathematicsincluding both school
and college teachersfor the discussion of professional topics.

As to the school programs, it is obviously important that the study
of mathematics should not have been discontinued during the final
year 'of preparation. A candidate who was adequately prepared a
year or more before entrance may have lost much during the interval,
and such losses are probably more serious in mathematics than in Most
other entrance subjects on which the dependence of later work is less
direct.

MATHEMATICAL CURRICULUM.

In all the institutions mathematical instruction is continued from
the lower limit determined by the respective entrance requirements,
with more or less review overlapping, through at least, a first course in :

the calculus, thus including additional 'algebra; trigonometry (if not
passed at entrance), ,plane analytic geometry, as well as the elements
of the calculus. In the stronger institutions the elements of solid

, analytic geometry are usually added, and the above program is com-
pleted by the end of the second year, the calculus extending through the
whole of this year; in them an elementary course in differential equiv..,
tions is also generally required, at least of students in mechanical or
electrical. engineering. Among subjects less frequently required
spherical trigonometry and least squares may be mentioned.. A con-
siderable number of 'institutions, 'mostly universities, offer a 'wide
range of advanced olectiveS including, for example, projective geome-
try, Fourier's series, vector analysis, theory of elasticity, hydro.
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dynamics, theory of functions, etc. Few undergraduate engineering
students find time, howtver, in a four-year course for such electives.

An interesting analysis of the mathematical curriculum in 17 repre-
sentative,institutions may be found in Prof. E. J. Townsend's.valuable
contribution to the Chicago symposium. It is there shown tiat "the
average number of recitations given to each subject fur the 17 insti-
tutions is approximately- as follows: College algebra 50, plane trigo-
nometry 46, analytic geometry 80, and calculus 130," this last usu-
ally including also a short course in differential equations. The
range of variation is notably wide, in algebra from 15 to 90 exercises,
in plane trigonometry from 29 to 70, in analytic geometry from 55 to
110, in calculus from 70 to 180. In interpreting these figures it must,
howeer, be borne in mind that the institutions differ not only in their
entrance requirements but in the strictness with which these are
enforced, that the boundaries of the various subjects are not invaria-
ble, and that a relatively small time allotment may be compensated
by a large requirement of outside preparation, or -by more efficient
methods of teaching, as subdivision of classes into smaller sections, or.
otherwise. The length of recitations is also not uniform and it may
well be doubted whether 6 recitations. par week for 15 weeks can lie
considered exactly equivalent to 3 per week for 30 weeks, or 2 pier
week for 45 weeks. Only one of the 17 institutions specifies a separate
course in scientific computation, and this as an elective.

There is no apparent tendency to extend the program of. required
mathematics for engineering studeqs beyond elementary differential
equations. The extension of the engineering course to five years
would probably favor such changes as the introduction of more
thorough .and extended courses in calculus, m mechanics, etc., and
on the other hand the encouragement of elective mathematics.

The total time assigned to mathematics naturally varies with the
general condition of the curriculum' as to congestion or the reverse,
and with the attitude of the administration and faculty as to where
the boundary shall be drawn between mathematics and applied
science. The congestion referred to, together with the development
of mathematical criticism, and other causes have tended to compel
more or less revision of textbooks in which*the following tendencies
may be noted:

In college algebra, the omission or postponement of such topics as
series, partial fractions, undetermined coefficients, and the close
articulation of the subject with analytic geometry and calculus, by
insistence on the use of graphs, and by the early introduction of the
ideas of function and derivative;

In analytic geometry, a similar tendency to employ calculus
methods and to broaden the range of curves studied;

In calculus, a much earlier introduction of the fundamental ideas
-of function and derivative, as already noted, diminished:emphasis,on
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such matters as indeterminate forms, the avoidance of defective
proofs, and the use of a much wider range of applications, including
such matters as velocity) acceleration, attraction, moment of inertia,
etc:, a process naturally continued in differential equations.

Two current tendencies already noted have particular interest:
1. A better correlation between mathematics and engineering

branches by the introduction of numerous and varied applied prof, -.
lems, or in some cases,) insistence upon a thorough course in mathe-
matical mechanics, and

2. A unification of the mathematical curriculum involving the
redistribution of the whole subject matter according to its difficulty
or its needfulness as an auxiliary, with little or no .reference to the
traditional division of subject matter into'algebra, analytic geometry,
and calculus...

The former change in its limited form has become rather general.
The latV is still in the experimental stage.

CORRELATION OF MATHEMATICS WITH TECHNOLOGICAL SUBJECTS.

The introduction of applied problems connects itself with a gradual
change of attitude on the part of the mathematical teachers, with the
increasing development of applied mathematics both inside and out-
side the technological institutions, and with the criticism by physi-
cists and engineers of the older, more abstract mathematical teach-
ing, as illustrated by the following quotations from a distinguished
engineer in the Chicago symposium:

Abstract mathematical studies, if pursued as a kind of intellectual calisthenics,
may produce a pure matheniatichiu, but they may unfit a man for practicalengineering.

Mathematics is used in engineering to express the quantitative relations of natural
phenomena. The mathematician delights in the relations; ho divorces them from the
phenomena and gives them abstract expression, while the engineer is concerned with
the natural phenomena; he demands the physical conception; the medium of express-
ing these relations is of secondary consequence.

Such passages might be multiplied indefinitely from recent dis-
cussion, oftentimes coupled .unfortunately with remarkable exaggera-
tions and not less remarkable remedial suggestions.

For the 1910 meeting of the Society for the Promotion of Engi-
neering Education the following questions were issued by the presi-
dent in advance:

1. What proportion of the students in engineering schools, who have completed the
required work in calculus, areal° to apply that knowledge and solve simple practical
problems?

2. What proportion of the graduates of engineering schools, who receive instructions
in calculus and in its applications to mechanics, thermodynamics,,and engineering,
are capable of using calculus as a tool, readily, with difficulty, or not at all? etc., etc.

The answers to those questions by members of the society are
obviously rough estimatesthe questions themselves not admitting of
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exact answersand vary far too.widely to have definite 4iiantitative
significalice, They leave.no doubt, however; as to the existence of a
serious need. Even if, as ie claimed by some of the mathemathians,
the difficulty is largely due to the inherent conditions of student
human nature, and to the disposition of some of the engineering
teachers to expect the jmpossible, it is only the more important that
mathematicians should cooperate in' maintaining the _best relation
between-their subject and,those which follow it.

Mathematical teach'ers and textbooks have both made progress
in this direction. The tendency of the best modern texts, particu-
lar1S- in the calculus, is to emphasize the power to antlyze and state
problemsmathematically and to interpret the solutions. This
tendency .has naturally' had its enthusiastic *votaries who have gone
to the extreine of concreteness, fricluding problems not .merely of
mec' hanks but of technical engineering. The serious- objections-
this,.are that under ordinary time liniitations such matter can only
be taught at the cost of needful thoroughness in mathematical
technique, and that the successful dealing with these problems
presupposes wider acquaintance with engineering data .than the
students concerned can generally have. Whatever may be appro-
priate for the exceptional, student of previous technical experience,
the average graduate .needs. a solid foundittions in mathematics as
sUch, and in mechanics, before .attempting to deal with engineering
problems. When he has laid that foundation it is better` economy
of time for him to be turned over to the engineering who ,

should in turn have a sufficient mathematical training to utilize all
the mathematical power his students bring to him. If not thus
utilized it speedily atrophies.

Something has been accomplished already, and more will probably
be accomplished in this direction by including a hirgei number and a
wider range of applied *problema in the mathematical courses. It
seems to the present committee, however, of great importance that
the general course in calculi~ should be .followed by a thorough
course in mechanics presented from the mathematical standpoint.
kechanics is commonly taught, to some extent. as a branch of general
phySics;..,to. some extent also under tW title applied mechanics or
other ,vise by one or more of the engineering departments. - The vital
importance and fundamental position. of the subject are certainly
such as to make it wise to resent it from all three 'sides, the mathe-
matical, the physicai, and the engineering, at whatever expenditure
of time: this may require. On the mathematical side the need may
be met either by having a substantial course in theoretical mechinics .

given by the mathematical department, or by the existence of an
independent department of mechanics with sufficiently mathematical
tendencies. The choice betweeli these alternatives may naturally
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depend -e more or lees on personal and local. consideration. Without
4116 eMphasis on the mitheirnatica side of mechanics the continuance
of a gap between mathematics and engineering may lie, regarded a
inevitable;

The argument for a more -mathematical. treatment\ vf dwriptive
geometty. is similar kikl, but the difficulty* and the need appear

, to- *be less ,serious in deiree. It is not of course the opinion 'of the
committk that either mechanies. or descriptive geometry should. be
taught wholly in illvtmathematical departinent, but rather that each
could be strengthened on the .mathematical side.

The so-called "Perry movement England and certain phases of
curant mathematical reform mo.vemen.ts in Germany and France
have aspects in common with this increasing attention to applications
of mathematics, but ti 4s is eminently ,a matter in which local con-
siderations must have great weight. Aftlerican conditions are so
different from English, German, and Winch -as to prectude exact
comparison; much moredthe adoption of*foreign models or methods.
A swinging pendulum passes from one.eAreme tile opposite, and
the best current opinion in this country is not in sympathy with
ckangeti so radical as: some which have been advocated' in England,
It is cogently urged that .while mathematicians must teach their
au6ject to the engineering students always with due appreciation of
the users to'be made of it, with. due subordination to abstract theory,
with dtte care to facilitate the transition from mathematics through
mechanics to .engineering, they should on the other hand liever be
led away from this fundamental and difficult task in an ineffective
effort to teach a little engineeridg prematurely by employing illus-
trative problemS which are na yet wholly intelligible on the technical
side. Thirty years ago current mathematical texts in the calculus
contained none but geometrical applications. Now such physical
subjects as velocity, work, and attraction are not only introduced
ae applications, but they ark, introduced at a very' early stage. for
the still more important purpose otmaking the fundamental concep-
Ilona of derivative and integral mere completely intelligible .and
significant. This wider sweep of applicitions undoubtedly sacrifices
something of the previous-unity and. formal simplicity of the subjtict.
The gain in interest and significance., to the student far more than
offsets this. 1/4.

An exceedingly important form of correlation, apparently over-
looked or underestfraated by some of the engineering critics of current
mathematical teaching, is that it is at least as much their own duty
as that of the mathematicians to teach the use of mathematics as a.
tool, or let us say, rather, as an instrument or method. 4:rhe teacher
of mathematics usually. needs all the time he has to teach his own
subject and to meet the engineering teacher halfway by teaching
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general nontechnical applications. .11, is the part of _the teacher of
engineering to familiarize himself with the mathematical subjects,
the methods, and even the notation his students have learned. Then
he can teach them how to use their mathematics with a success and
completeness not possible to his mathematical colleague. It is .as
ineffective and .uneconomical to require a mathematician to teach
engineerink as to require an engineer to teach matheinaties. Each
must aim at the best attainable correlation with the other.

UNIFICATION OF THE MATHEMATICAL CURRICULUM.

The recasting of the series of elemeilitary subjectt into 'a consecu-
.

Iive course in mathematics Presents many interesting, aspects. In a
striking passage of I& Elementarmathematik von hiSheren Stand-
punkte sus. I, 1908, Prof. Felix Klein draws an interesting contrast
between two systems of mathematical thought and devekniinadt,
In the first
a particularistic conception of mathemaideal wienee is fundamental, dividing the
whole into a. series of well-defined provinces, . In each of these one seelfe to gain has
ends with the minimum use of outside means or .dependence on allied branches.
The ideal is a structure of eatth division beautifully crystallized out and logically
complete in itself.

The other. syst(im, on the contrary
lays the chief emphasis on An' organic interrelation of the separate branchds, and on
the numerous suggestions they afford each other. It prefers, accordingly, the methods
which open up the simuittureoui understanding of several branches from a unifying
standpoint. Its ideal is the comprehension of all mathematical science as of one
entity.

Recognizing the great part which each system hate played in the
development 'of mathematics he earnestly deprecates the predomi-
nance of the former in the mathematics of the schodke -under the
influence of Greek geometry and of the great eighteenth, century
analysts, who developed, algebraic theories of infinite series and the
like, with careful avoidance of the newer calculus methods.

The recent experiments in unifying the mathentitical'eturiculuan
of the technological come, represent a reaction against this preva-
lence-of the first system distinguished gy Klein. In discussing them
it may be noted first that a similar tendency has some time since led
to the introduction of the elements of analytic geometry in the form
of graphs into the preparatory instrudtion in elementary algebra, and
that the Is a tendency in recent textbooks of elementary geometry
to depart more *idely from strict Euclidean traditions. The revision'
of the more advanced program bas sometimes taken ihe partial form
of merely eliminating college ,algebra or analytic geometry as a dis-
tinet subject. In one recent case the process has been carried further
by combining the algebra, analytic geometry, a first course in calcu-
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lus, and elementary differential equations into a single course and tart,.
book.

Among the characteristics of this revision are:
The earlier introduction and consequently more prolonged study

of the calculus ideas and methods, function, derivative, etc.;
The treatment of analytic geometry' rather as a general mathe-

matical method than as a separate subject,.with less emphasis on the
cal.(' sections and more on the geometric interpretation of a great
variety of equations, including parametric forms;

The consecutive discussion of functions of one variable by the
methods of algebra, analytic geometry, and calculus;

The subsequent combination of solid analytic geometry and partial
differentiation in a briefer discussion of functions of two variables.

The working out of such a program is necessarily attended with
some sacrifice of formal simplicity, and with occasional apparent loss
of contihuity. The advocateS of it believe that such a thorough revi-
sion has, by testing values and eliminating non-essentials, effected
considerable economies in time, and that the advantages of the plan
will decidedly outweigh these defects, particularly as more prolonged
expel-Nice facilitates the actual teaching. The student should for
example gain power of discriminating attack by the use for each
problem of the method best adapted to program
may prove less easy both to teacher and student, but may at the
same time be none the less worth while. The chief difficulties to be
guarded against are apparent or excessive discontinuity of subject
matter, and the corresponding dispersion of interest and attention on
the part of the student. He finds it difficult to grasp the unity of
mathematical analysis and easy to lose the thread in passing from
the methods of algebra to those of calculus and then of trigonometry.
IA must be home in mind, however, that this sort of transition is just
what must be easily made in any successful application of mathe-
matics, and that the relative ease of completing a somewhat arbi-
trarily defined subject and then passing to the next may be too
dearly purchased. The result of the experiments in this direction
will certainly prove of much interest.

In comparison with the current reform movement 'in Germany,
which also aims at increased and early emphasis on the ideas of film:.
tion and derivative, the. Anymican institutions have a certain com-
pensating advantage for the more limited mathematical preparation
of their entering students, in the fact that the higher institution here
is able to determine the form and content of mathematical work
farther back than would be the case abroad, from about the point ,

indeed at which such changes would naturally take effect.
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Methods naturally depend upo'n aims, and a discussion of aims is
essentially a discussion of the relation . of mathematics as a part to
technological education, as a *hole: The first essential aim of tech-
nological education is professiOnal efficiency, whiCh must naturally
depend in some measure on command of mathematics as .a tool. A
less superficial analysis must recognize the distinction betweenimme-
diate usefulness and ultimate efficiency, between training for subor-
dinate positions and education for posts of large professional responsi-
bility and leadership. A broader view must reckon with the fact
that the student is to become an educated man and a citizen, not
merely an engineer, and that -his success even as an engineer will be
incomplete if his edueation has been too narrow.

It is such considerations as these, recognized as they are both by
the stronger institutions and by the leaders of the engineering .pro-
fessions, that must be reckoned with in any attempt to determine or
to state the aims of mathematical teachings. In the limited time
ordinarily available some degree of skill in mathematical technique
in computation, in the solution of equations, in differentiation and
integration, some degree of power in applying m.athemartics to concrete
problems must be given to all whb are to complete technological
courses. To the more capable student at kast the teaching and study,"
of mathematics should not, and does not, confine itself to these \
objects. To them there will come some recognition of the Vitality.
of the science and of the inevitableness of its ftmdamental notions, as
expressions of any exact flunking about phenomena, some due
appreciation of the combined elegance and power of its methods,
some ability to think mathematically. Such results can of course
be accomplished only by teachers who are really mathematicians,
and who therefore, unlike certain critics, see in their science some-
thing more than an elaborate computing machine or slide-rule.
It is on teaching inspired by such aims that technological education
must depend in part for :that breadth* and culture value which it
ought ,always to have. The historical point of view should naturally
find due recognition in, this connection.

The methods employed in mathematical instruction' tend in general
'to hold the student responsible for contintic')us study 'of a textbook
and for the solution Of manyproblems, with relatively little dependence
on final examinations. Lectures are employed but spaiingly, larger
classes' are divided into numerous sections, the average size in the
stronger institutions not exceeding 15 to 20. The amount of clams-
room work per teacher in these institutions is ordinarily. 12 to 15
hours per week, but in others, may reach. 20. With four or five small
sections the teacher is expected to acquire personal knowledge of the
individual student and his needs, and Special provisioifor Pri.siate con.

el
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ference is not infrequent. So-called "mathematical laboratory"
work, the drawing of careful plots, and the making of models are pre-
cluded in general by lack of time, but the student's work in the labora-
tories of physics, mechanics, and engineering serves, a similar purpose.

As to the use of tables of mathematical formulas for integration
and ether purposes, usage varies widely. Mathematical teachers are
generally averse to encouraging the relatively mechanical use of such
aids. It seems fair to suppose, however, that before the completion
of the mathematical course students may advantageously be instructed
in the use of such mathematical tables as will be of most future serv-
ice to them, without which, indeed, their mathematics may remain
largely unused.

PREPARATION AND QUALIFICATIONS OF TEACHERS.

The ideal teacher of mathematics for technological students, besides
the qualifications desirable in teachers generally, needs on the one
hand to be a mathematician by natural endowment and by training,
on the other hand to have intelligent appreciation of the mathematical
needs of future engineers, and sympathetiC interest in their point
of -.view. This naturally presupposes previous occupation with and
itotte measure of attainment in applied mathematics. Capacity for
mathematical investigation, while naturally desirable, is not indis-
pensable, but some form of scientific productivity maywell be insisted
upon. The particular method by which the individual. teacher has
acquired.the qualifications stated is of minor importance in comparison
with the personal consideeitions involved. Under present educa-
tional and industriil :conditions the supply of competent teachers will
doubtless long continue to fall short of the demand; only a small
minority of. technological students will engage in teaching, and the
number of men of engineering experience possibly available for mathe-
atical teaching may be safely characterized as an infinitesimal of
higher order." In the judgment of the present committee the future
teacher of mathematics to technological students should have
taken an undergraduate course, either technological or including a

\ substantial amount of physical science with laboratory work. Such
a course should be strong in pure and applied mathematics, and should
be followed by graduate study, also including both pure and applied
mathematics, and leading in general to the doctor's degree. This
plan is believed to be as simple and economical as possible, but by no
means the only one for 'reaching the normal professional standard.
The graduate work will in general be taken at a university, and it is
important that the candidate should be enabled under the rules of the
University to avail himself of opporttutities for advanced work in
mechanics, mathematical physics, or engineering with full credit
toward his degree.
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revious experience varies widely with individ-
onger institutions will be able to insist upon it

nts. Experience in secondary teaching, if not
lave particular value from its frequently greater
still more in giving the future college teacher

of the conditions and methods obtaining in the
his students are to come.

IV. CONCLUSION.

The history of mathematics exhibits many alternations of interest
between pure and applied mathematics. The needs of astronomers
or physicists have stimulated the development of a. certain' branch of
mathematics, the developMetit 'has been continued by mathemath
cians with. more or less indifference as to the applications until the
vein has perhaps been worked out. At present in the. United States-
the pendulum :seems- to be swinging toward. increasing interest in
applied mathematics, at any fate up to differential equations, with
probability of resulting advantage both to mathematics .itself and to
the allied sciences.. Toward this change the technological institu-
tions and the development, of technology have contributed much. by
presenting' problems requiring the development of new mathematical
methods,' by creating a need for the thorough mathematical teach-
ing of great numbers of students, and 'by promoting through their
reaction on the. universities and on thO- public a widespread interest
in the applied sciences.

Not many technological institutions or departments have yet
encouraged research- in. applied mathematics, or undertaken' to train
future teachers of 'mathematics. Not many 'technological studenti
have capacity for mathematical research or inclination for mathe-
matical teaching. It is fair to expect that as the. stronger schools
gain in resources, and as .the excessive demand for their graduates
slackens with the increasing supply, they will build up graduate
departments in which advanced .work in mathematics will .be an
important element. At tile same time the graduate .schOols of the
universities with more liberal recognition of applied science will
attract a larger. proportion Of. technological graduates.

. There is evidence that the technological schools. and departipents
are reacting from over-emphasis on purely professional training and
efficiency in favor of the fundamentals of. gen.bral scientific eduCation.
The leadixig univereities already require two .years ..of icadenie
instruction preceding the technological. While it seems imProbable
that the, completion of an academic course will become a prerequisite
for admission to the teChnologicil, 'a considerable and probably
increasing number of students are likely to follow this plan.

. .
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On the. whole the situation of mathematics and mathematical
teaching in the teclmological institutions, if not .altogether satisfac-
tory, may be regarded as at least relatively so, in the sense that needs
are recognizid and conditions are favorable. for steady progress.
There is a just basis for high expectations as to the future develop-
Ment of the science which has owed so much of its past and present
vitality to the insistent demands of astronomers, physicists, and
engineers. In meeting these expectations measurably, in building a
solid foundation for their engineering students, and at the same time
in doing their. part in that development of the science, it may well
be the unceasing endeavor of mathematicians in the technological
institutions to use their limited time economically and efficiently,
studying the needs of the applied science departments sympathet-
ically, enlisting all possible reciprocal interest, maintaining. thexlinity
and integrity of mathematical science, not insisting too much on its
rigorous refinements.

SUBCOMMITTEE 1. INDEPENDENT TECHNOLOGICAL
SCHOOLS.

The following rep'ort consists essentially of an analytical study of
replies received from 22 institutions, wholly or mainly technological
in their character, to the questionnaire issued on behalf of the com-
mission by the United States Bureau of Education. .The text of this
questionnaire and a discussion of the general subject may be found
in the above report of the main committee. Certain statements of
fact, applicable alike to the independent schools and to the university
departments, have also been relegated to the main report.

I. ORGANIZATION.

Questions 2-15: Mathematical staff, degrees, experience, etc.;
divisions of institution and relations to each other; relation of indi-
vidual teachers to department and to administkative officers; distri-
bution of work; method of appointment; tendencies to change.

Mathematical 8taff.An examination of the mathematical faculties
in the different institutions shows that a large proportion of all the
professors, associate professorS, and assistant professors hold one or
more degrees above the baccalaurea0 degree. Among the instructors
about half appear to hold such advanced degrees. Nearly half of

.4; the full professors and aliciut a quarter of the assistant professors and
instructors .hold the degree of doctor of philosophy. Less amp one-
half of the full professors are graduates of classical colleges; 13orne-
t less than half seem to be graduates of technological schools-or
of the saientific departments of universities, while it is impossible to
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tell frOm yie other degrees, Ph. D., etc., whether those who hold them
were originally graduates of colleges or of technological schooli. The
degrees would indicate that the associate professors are for the most
part graduates of technological schools or the scientific departments
of %colleges. Among the assistant professors there seem to be more
college than technological 'graduates, although, as in the case of .the
full professors, the degree of doctor of philosophy does not indicate
the course pursued. The majority of the instructors are from tech-
nological schools, although quite a large' number are from colleges.
There are also a few who have the degree of doctor of philosophy, but
this does not indicate the kind of institution from which they first
graduated.

Among the full professors a very large majority, if not all, have
done advanced, or specialized, work; probably more thain half of
them in mathematics and more. than half of them in engineeriw or
related subjects. The others have specialized in physics and chem-
istry. A large proportion of the assistant professors also -have had
university training, and most of these have specialized either in
mathematics or advanced engineering work. The graduate work of
instructors is stated in so few instances that it is impossible to make
any general statement or draw any conclusions.

It is evident from the above .statement that the technological
schools expect professors and assistant professors to have done gradu-
ate work,' usually in the line of mathematics, but the work in one-,
!leering is esteemed so desirable that a man who has specialized in
that rather than in mathematics may be appointed to a mathemitical
assistant or full professorship. It is also evident, that the institu-
tions expect the men who hold full or assistant professorships to have
carried their advanced work to such a point that they have received
ail advanced degree.

The fir4 degree granted by the technological schools is usually
bachelor of science (B. S.), with or without added specification of
department. Several, however, give the professional degree civil
engineer (C. E.), etc.

The mathematical department is wholly independent of other
departments, but generally wider the control of the whole faculty so
far as the amount of time to be devpted to mathematics is concerned
and sometimes as to the individual subjects taught.

The department as a rifle has a head w.ho exercises general control
over the other instructors /: but these instructors appear to be practi-
cally independent in the conduct of their classrooxn work.

The .members of the department are not restricted by the, adminis-
trative officers either in the subject matter or in their methogs, except
in case of two ins tions where the subject matter is laid out and
general methods s .,:ted in a conference between the head of the
departthent and the president.
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In the majority of institutions the advanced subjects are taught
by the older professors, but in three institutions the professors and
assistant 'professors meet all classes; in two institutions work is
assigned without reference to rank, but according to fitness; and in
one institution advanced elective subjects, like differential equations,
least squares, etc., are taught in the engineering departments.

In the majority of technological schools meetings of members of
the department are held irregularly for the discussion of topics con-
nected with current teaching wor and in a few of the institutions
regular meetings for the same purpose are hep. These meetings are
generally for no other purpose, but in the case of a few institutions
general mathematical subjects are discussed. The tendency to hold
such meetings is naturally stronger in the larger institutions where
10 or more men have charge of different sections of a class. In two
institutions there are daily meetings for the teachers of the different
sections of the same class.

In the majority of the technological schools the mathematical
department teaches mathematics only. In a very few cases mechan-
ics is taught, and in two instances descriptive geometry.

Vacancies are usually filled by the board of trustees upon the rec-
ommendation of the president. This is virtually an appointment by
the president. In nearly all cases the head of the department is
consulted by the president, and usually the head of the department
nominates to' the president either directly or through the dean.

In most of the institutions considered there have been no recent
changes of organization, and no changes are deemed desirable. A
few institutions express the wish that the different branches of math-
ematics might be better correlated, and some desire a closer correla-
tion between the mathematical department and the engineering
departments.

U. MATHEMATICAL CURRICULUM.

Questions 16-28: Entrance requirements; outline of curriculum;
elective subjects; mathematical needs and atititude of other depart-
ments; correlation with allied subjects; time festrictions; tendencies
to change.

Entrance requirementiNearly all the institutions admit students
on the ba*of high-school certificates. Nearly all require elementary
algebra, plane and solid geometry for admission, the definition of
these subjects corresponding with those recommended by a committee
of the American Mathematical Society in 1903. (See page 14.)

In a few cases other mathematical work, usually plattirtrigonom-
etry, may be offered.

Where a definite minimum age limit is given it is usually 16 or 17
years, but so far as the answers indicate the actual age of entrance'
is from 18 to 19, as for other collegiate courses.

.
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As 'a rule the technological schools report that students are not
well prepared in algebra and geometry. The students are said to. be
inaccurate, to be unable to reason, to have forgotten elementary.
principles. Several institutions call attention to the fact that algebra
being given in the first two years of the high,' 'hoe' work, much is
forgotten before the end of the course. One institution states that
it must receive graduates of the high schools beca .se it is a State
institution. Some feel obliged to review high-school Agebra in order
to prepare the student for college algebra.

Few changes of entrance requirements have been made during the
past 10 years, except that several institutions which did not formerly
require solid geometry now do so. Several institutions suggest that
trigonometry might be added to the requirements, but some of them

. 44, say that it is so poorly taught in the high schools that its addition is
questionable. f . --

Curriculum .College algebra, trigonometry, analytic geometry,
and calculus are usually required of all engineering students: In a
few cases the, subjects taught under algebra are given in connection
with analytic geometry' and calculus. There seems to be quite a
tendency to take up analytic geometry and calculus together, and in
some places to begin their study early in the course. A few institu-
tions offer elective mathematical subjects. In some cakes special
subjects are required in some courses; thus, differential equations
may be required of electrical or mechanical engineers.

The textbooks used are the ordinary modern mathematical text-
books. In a few cases mechanics is taught in the mathematical
department. 'In two institutions the' mathematical work is very

-heavy, in one of these 7 or R hours being required per week during
the greater part of the freshman and sophomore years; . 'and in the
other, from 9 to 15 hours per week during the first two years. In
some instances the elements of spherical trigonometry are given to
-all students, while in others this work is reserved for the civil engineers.

Few institutions require mathematical work beyond calculus, but
quite a number offer electives. Where more advanced work is
required it is usually differential equations or mechanics. Most of
the institutions do not desire to increase their requirements in this
respect.

Nearly all the institutions agree tiat the course in mathematics has
been determined very largely by the needs of the engineering depart-.
ments. While the statethent is not definitely made, it appears in
many cases that the course Of study has been ]aid out by the mathe-
matical professors so as to give students as much mathematical train- .
ing and power as possible, at the same time having in mind that these
men are to become engineers and will need to apply their mathe-
matics to engineering work. .
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There is a tendency to emphasize the applications of mathematics
by introducing problems in mechanics, physics, etc. The extent to
which this can be done depends upon how much physics, mechanics,
etc., the student knows. None of the institutions represented claim
to teach physics or mechanics in the mathematical department;
a- few of the departments distiactly say that they do not give these.
applications, as it is their business to teach mathematics. .

It is difficult to tell from the answers just how much correlation
there is between the department of mathematics and the various
engineering departments. The impression gained from reading the
answers is that there is not very much correlation, certainly not so
much as would seem desirable. Simple engineering problems are
sometimes given in connection with mathematical work, but at
the time the work is given students often do not underStand the
fundamental principles of the engineering subjects.

.

The professional departments seem not to interfere with the time
allotment for mathematics, nor in general with the aim of instrue-

/Lion,
although they sometimes desire to have more applications in-

eluded in the mathematical courses. There are one or two exceptions
to this, where it is alleged that the professional departments expect'
the mathematical department to teach the'principles of engineering
and to make applications. The engineering departments do not
wish to teach mathematics.

About half of the institutions report that there is restriction of
time on account of the congestion in the engineering courses; that
the time for mathematics has been reduced to a minimum ;,,and that
the mathematical departments can not teach the subjects as they
would wish to. ,

In most institutions no formal instruction in the history of mathe-
matics is given, but many historical points are discussed informally
in the classroom.

There is nothing to indicate that many changes have taken place
during. the past. 10 years, or that many changes are contemplated.
There is no indication that.any extension of the four-year courses will
affect mathematical instruction.

M. AIMS AND METHODS OF TEACHINGEXAMINATIONS.

Questions 29-40Aims: Dexterity, power, keenness, accuracy, re-
sourcefulness. Methods: Lectures, recitations, blackboard, tests,
criticism, records, independence of work, conferences, amount of
work for teachers, size of classes, uses of tables, tendencies to change.

Aims.It seems probable that in defining these aims the pro-
fessors of mathematics have stated the results which they would like
to accomplish rather than those which they are actually obtaining.'
Some say that they do not strive for mathematical dexterity at all;
others state that dexterity and accuracy receive the most attention.



logical
give their aims in teaching as follows: Analytical power,

receivink independent instruction, but following a common
ates in the technical schools. Large classes are divided into small

ions.
Methods.It is evident that few lectures are given to undergradu-

ates

has not been answered fully enough for satisfactory con-

logical keenness, accuracy, mathematical dexterity. Several state
that considerable culture and resourcefulness are obtained. The
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program and taking the same final examination. Oral recitations
are held almost every day, with a large amount of blackboard work.
Written tests are frequent in all of the institutions. Student work
ii,,criticised in class freely, and in almost all of the institutions stu-
dents have the opportunity to confer with the instructors.

Programs of elementary courses are prepared in advance in some
of the larger institutions, but_not to any extent in the smaller ones.
These programs are intended for the use of the instructors, but are
changed to suit conditions.

Records; examinations.Final grade (ire usually based on term
work and final examination, although in a very few institutions final
examinations are not given. In some institutions the grade is made
up of results of written tests, daily recitations, and final examinations.
The weight given to each of these parts varies from tests four-fifths,
final examination one-fifth, to daily work one-half, final examination
one-half. Several' nstitutions do not allow the final examination to
count for more than one-third of the final grade.

Problem work. `About half the institutions seem to lay great stress
upon independent problem work, and have problems corrected by
student assistants or by instructors and returned to students. The
answers from the other half would indicate that problems are not
systematically criticized and that no special effort is made to secure
independent work.

Conferences.In the majority of institutions the mathematical
professors have regular office hours, and students are encouraged or

.required to have, conferences with thi instructors. This is especially
true with respect to poor students. In only a few institutions is it
stated that there are no such conferences.

Amount of teaching. About half the institutions require from 12
to 16 hours par week of'teaching, the others from 18 to 20 hours. It
is evident that professors and assistants professols often have con-
siderable committee and other additional work. Instructors do not
seem to have any committee work, but they are expected to give
considerable time to correction of papers, etc.

Size of classes.In only three institutions is the average size of
sections above 25, while in quite a number of them it averages from 15
to 20. The majority of them do not haVe women students, and where
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Models; draiving.In the majority of cases models are used to
illustrate problems in solid annlyties andicalculus, but in a few calms it
is distinctly stated that no models are used. In very few instances
are the models made by the students.

Mathematical drawing and other laboratory work are not required
or offered by mathematical departments with the etception of one
institution. ,

Table8.About the institutions allow their students to use
tables of integrals, while ftsmallernumber allow tables of logarithm;,
and some others. few do not allow tables at all.

Cluinges.In the majority of institutions there have. been no
radical changes during, the past 10 years.

IV. PREPARATION OF TEACHERS.

Qtiestioils 4145: There seems to be considerable different e of
opinion as to whether 84academic or a technological course forms
better preparation for an instructor of mathematics in a technological
school.. A number of institutions suggest, that both should be required.
Practically all, however, agree that graduate work in mathematics
is necessary. Nearly all believe that engineering experience is very

bht that it is almost impossible to obtain. There seems to
be a great difference of opinion also as to whethe; previous teaching
experience' is desiraMe, some of the-answers indicating that it is, and
others stating very positively that it is not especially desirable for a
young instructor who can obtain his teaching experience in the
'technological school. Nearly all agree that experience in a sec-
ondary school is not desirable.

The majority of the answers would indicate that a systematic
attempt should be ,mad on the part of technological schools to pre-
pare students for mathematical teaching, although quite a large
number have expressed a contrary opinion. Several of the answers
call attention to . the fact that the salaries offered mathematical
teachers in 'technological schools are so low that few students care to
consider such positions. About half of the answers favor inducing
technological studentW'of exceptional mathematical ability to special-
ize in mathematics; but some of the answers are decidedly against
this This may be interpreted to mean that the professors in the
tee nological schooli believe that students of exceptional mathe-
matical ability have great opportunities as engineers and should not
be induced to specialize in mathematics, thus giving up engineering
careers.

It is the general opinion that technological schools should not pro-
vide for undergraduate courses in the -pedagogy of mathematics.

Tenure. In the nvjority of institutions the total number of differ-
ent instructors durirt the. past 10 years haft been about twice as great
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WI the number of instructors now in the department. This shows of
course that the younger instructors change after a few years of service,
presumably for the sake of increased incomes.

There is no unanimity of opinion-in regard to the protracted mien-
don of teachers, without promotion. About half the answers indi-
cate a belief .that instructors should be retained pirin.ineptly or for
indefinite periods, while the other half indicate the contrary. The
reasons are not given. Thire is probably a feeling that a man ought
not.to be held as an instructor after a certain period of years, because
the salaries are. usually very low, and he ought to find some work
where he would be better paid. Some 'of those who do not favor
keeping an instructor for as protracted period imply at they think
if an instructor is Worth keeping he should be gL n an-assistant
professorship.

The Agricultural and Modmiliiii1 Colleges.

These institutions were for the most part founded under the act
of Congress of 1862, to which reference has previously been made.
They inclucie some of the separate technological. .schools on the one
hand, and some of the State institutions on the other. It is conven-
ient to group by themselves, however, those which concern themselves
exclusively with agriculture, and mechanic arts, and in which agri-
culture is a relatively 'important .element. The classification is,
however, not at all precise. The following notes based . on replies
from eight institutions may serve as a comparison of these institutions
with the foregoing.

The majority of the heads of the mathematical departments have
had scientific' or tethnological training, and a majority of the associate
professors seem to be graduates of scientific or engineering institu-
tions; none of the latter are doctors of philosophy,' and one has no
degree. Of the instructors, a .majority_ have had technological train-
ing; none h6ld the doctor's degree. In several instances members of
the, faculty giVe instruction in amore than one department.

In, one institution mathematics and engineering make one depart-
meni.

in most of theme institutions the requirements for admission are
considerably low'eT than 'those of the technological schools" but there
is a tendency upwii\rd. When swage limit is mentioned it is usually 16.

The mathematieli,1 curriculum usually includes 801110 elementary
algebra and solid Oometry, followed by the subjects usually given
in the other institutions. In most of theni nothing is required' or
offered beyond the first course in the calculus. The agricultural and
textile courses include less mathematics than the engineering.

The assignments of teaching average/relatively high, amounting in
some cases to 20 or 25 hours per wee The same is true. of the size
of sections, which is usually 20 or 3

If
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SUBCOMMITTEE 2. TECHNOLOGICAL DEPARTMENTS OF
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES.

INTRODUCTION.

The following report is based primarily on the returns to the ques-
tionnaire prepared by the committee anti sent out on its behalf by
the ,United. States CommiMioner of Education, as stated in detail in
the general report of the committee. 'nesse returns have. been sup-.
plemented somewhat frotn other sources where such material seemed
essential to illustrate the practical aspect of the question. In order
to give full weight to the returns, this material is introduced'in the
form of ft supplement to the main body of the report.

ORGANIZATION OF DEPARTMENTS.

the replies to the questionnaire indicate a marked uniformity in
the mathematical departments represented with respect to organiza-
tion as well as method and aim -of instruction. The- cause of this
uniformity seems to be that technological departments of colleges
and universities are very largely a direct outgrowth of the academic
departments by which they were preceded. This is evidenced by the
fact that in none of the institutions represented is there kseparate
department of mathematics for tpchnology; the mathematical instrUe,
tion for all courses being centralized in a single department and given
by the same corps of instructors. It is also noteworthy Lhat the.
mithematical department is, in general, independent of other depart-
mantis, and not subjected to definite restrictions as 1%,:ards subject
matte or met4ods other than a general limitation as to the time
alloviance for- flue work.

In the smaller colleges no distinction is made between students, of
technology and others so far as mathematica' instruction is concerned.
In the larger institutions, the engineering students are usually sepa-
rated. twin the academic, chiefly foiadministrative reasons and hot
becausie of any essential difference in the method or content of
instruction The size of the sections into which large classes are sub-,

'divided is usually limited to .25 members, this number seeming to be
considered the maximum which can be taught to advantage at one
time by the ordinary blackboard and recitation method.

In the smaller institutions it is not considered necessary to hold
regular meetings of the department. In the larger universities, how-
ever, such meetings are held with more or less regularity for the pur-
pose of encouraging an esprit de corps among the teaching staff, and
enabling the professor in charge to keep in touch with the work of
individual instructors and the department in general.

From an examination of the degrees held by the members of the
vatious mathematical faculties, represented, several interesting facts
are apparent. It is found that an engineering degree is exceptional,
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the degrees most comnfonly held indicating that the majority of
instructors have had an academic training. Thereis also manifest
an increasing tendency to employ only those who have shown special
ability by taking a higher degree, preferably the Ph. D., implying
specialization in pure mathematicse. This fact is especially note-
worthy in its bearing on the relations-between the departments of
mathematics and, technology, considered later.

ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS.

The returns show that it is the general custom to admit students to
all departments of the college or uuiversity,on presentation Of a fiatis-
factory high-schbol certificate. The mathematical preparation tilt*
certified invariably consists of arithmetic, elementary algebra, and
plane geometry, usually with the addition of solid geometry it'd
sometimis plane trigonometry, as fully explained in the general report
of this commiqee. Throughout the Middle West it is customary for
the university to publish regularlran accredited list of high schools
whose students are thus admitted 'on,:sertificate Without examination.
The principals of the schools on this list are kept informed as to the
requirements of the university and the progress of their graduates
after entering, by a high-school visitor specially appointed by the uni-
vemity for this purpose. Finm theour4versity standpoint this system
is very effective, as it enables the university to secure a much more.
thorough and uniform grade of preparation than would otherwise be
possible. From the high-school standpoint the system was 'formerly
criticized as unwarranted dictation pn.the part of the university, by
reason of the fact that only a small proportion of high-school students
are preparing for university Work. This objection is nor
in all the larger high schools by offering a' variet)", of courses, Only one
of which is College preparatory.

in some cases,tepecially where the system of accredited schools it;
not in vogue, the tiniversities report that the high-school preparation
in mathematics is deficient !tor univ.Qrsity purposes... This deficibncy
is. usually credited to the fact that Iligh4chool mathematics is or&
narily given in the first two yeirs Of the course, and' that in the two
years which intervene 4efAlte a:tering the university much of the
work is forgotten or obscured. Under the system of a0redited
schools, however, ...it is customary to specially Strengthen the college
preparatory course in this respect by theroughb, .reviewing ,during
the last year all the iiathem.atics previously learned.

In this connection it is of interest to contrast the American system
of teaching. elementary mathematics for a short period and then
dropping it completely with the continental method as exemplified
by the French lye& and the German and Austrian Gymnasimil, Real-
Gymnasium, and. Ober-Realschule, where the study of elementary
mathematics is carried on continuously for eight of nine years,
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MATHEMATICAL CURRICULUM.

The extent of the mathematical curriculum is largely a question ofbreadth and thorougluA.ess of training, the subject.matter being nomi-nally the same in. all the institutions represented. The customary*program of instruction includes algebra, trigonometry, and analyticgeometry for four or five periods tier week duting the freshman year,and the elements of differential and integral calculus for the samenumber. of *periods during the sophomore year. *During, these twoyears much of the student's work is academic, whereas at the end ofthis period it becois almost wholly technical. Mathematics is thusclassed as an academic. subject, at least so fir as instruction is con-cerned; although mathematicalathematical principles are of course universallyrecognized as thl'basis of technology. As a matter of fact,-. only asmall proportion of the mathematics actually taught is ordinarily usedin engineeringpractice or in the succeeding courses in technology. Asevidence of this fact the 'following statement may.perhap§.be as con-clusive as any single fact that could be mentioned. ,In returning a purely technical article that had been submitted tohim for publication, the editor of ore of the largest *and most influ-ential engineering journals in this country wrote as follows:.
While' we find this an admirable treatise on the subject, we regret that it is too .highly mathematical for our columns, due to the fact that it presupposes a thoroughunderstanding of the principles of the calculus. It is our experience that the averageliachine designer has no, or at least, only a vague, idea of the use of .calculus.
This statement should perhaps' be regarded as a criticism of the

engineering profession in. this country' rather than as evidence that
mathematical instruction is inefficient, or that a `satisfactory technicaleducation can be built up on such a limited mathematiCal b = :is ashere implied.

This Condition of affairs is no doubt as true for civil as for mechan-ical engineers: In electrical engineering, however, a somewhathigher degree of mathematical attainment is demanded, :which isusually recognized..,by including differential equations as a requiredsubject in this course.
, The fact that ordinarily more mathematics is taught than actuallyUsed is sufficient reason why the returns to the questiminaire indi- .cats no .tendency 'to' extend the mathematical requirements or to

encourage electives in this subject.
I

CORRELATION Of DEPAR:TMENTS.

they majority titutiOnti t4, tteeds.Qt teChnological depart-.meats art at least, nominally: considered in arranging the work of the
04partment of mathethatics.: -Further than this there'is no correlation.

of departments in any of the: institutions represented. 41 the returns.
WWI*
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and engineering are adminiaiteied by the same head for economic
reasons. In one instance it is specifically stated that not only is
there no attempt at correlation, but that mathematics is taught as a
separate discipline without reference to its technical applications.

UNIFICATION OF THE CURRICULUM.

Within the mathematical departments themselves there seems to
be a general tendency toward rearranging the subject matter into a
more compact and unified course. Effort is directed toward obliter-
ating the formal boundaries which have been raised between the
various subjects in the course of their historical development, and to
construct a single course in mathematics in place of a succession of
separate and somewhat unrelated courses in algebra, trigonometry,
analytic geometry, and calculus. The most notable instance of this
experiment is that being carried out at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology.

gr CORRELATION OF MATHEMATICS AND TECHNOLOGY.
fOt

The consensus of opinion on this topic is that in mathematical
courses mathematics should be taught rather than applied science.
It is generally, believed that the introduction of technical applications
in the mathematical classroom is advisable only when they are.. so

elementary and familiar as not to destroy the integrity of the mathe-
matical courses or diminish their educational value by obscuring
general principles. All agree that no illustration should be used
which requires a technical knowledge not possessed by the student
or readily explainable to him, as the introduction of unfamiliar con-
cepts merely offers the student two difficulties to surmount instead
of one. The chief .difficulty seems to be in finding technical illus
trations which are sufficiently familiar, as the mathematical courses
are confined to the first two years of the curriculum, and thus precede
the 'student's professional training,*

In one instance the objection is raised that by enlarging applica-
tions the concrete tends to fill so large a place in the mind that the
principle in hand is obscured as one of general application. The
general opinion, however, is that if it is possible to arrange courses
in parallel, so at to furnish material for illustration, a' training in
formal mathematics in connection with its technical applications
gives depth of understanding, strength of grasp, and freedom of use
most conducive to the production of efficient and progressive
students.

ATTITUDE OF DEPARTMENTS OF TECHNOLOGY.

The majority of replies state that technological departments are
satisfied to leave the mathematical preparation of their students to
the department of pure mathematics as at present constituted. In
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a few instances it may be inferred from the returns, howeter, that
teanological departments are not wholly satisfied with the present
preparation in mathematics as a basis for their work and would
prefer. to have the subject taught by men more familiar with its
technical applications. In connection with this, there is a tendency
to diminish the amount of pure mathematics required of technological
students, one reply going so far as to say that the subject (as now
taught) is regarded by ,engineers as a necessary evil.

There is a 'substantial agreement that there is no reason why
engineers should be given essentially different elementary training
in mathematics from others, but that all .mathematical training is
simply a question of teaching the subject: thoroughly and in such it(
way that the student shall be able to use it freely. From the stand-
point of mathematicians separate departments of mathematics for
different classes of students are regarded as narrowing and hurtful to
all concerned, and regret is expressed that specialized professional
courses are occupying an increasingly large place in the curriculum
to the exclusion of a more thorough grounding in broad fundamentals

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION.

The method of instruction ordinarily pursued is based on the use
of a textbook. by assigning definite
tions of the text, with daily recitations on the portion assigned,
usually in the form of solving the accompanying problems in the text.
The chief differences in applying this metliod .consist in the manner
of securing the required amount of problem work, some instructors
relying chiefly on blackboard work during the class period, while
others require independent outside work. The textbook method has
the advantage of being simple and easy to follow, and from the point
of view of the instructor doubtless produces more uniform results
than could be obtained otherwise. It is open to criticism, however,
as being conventional and stereotypedv and from the student's sub-
sequent record in technology it develbps that he is usually tied to
the range of problems, and even the notation, given in the text
studied, and is deficient in the freedom of use which comes from an
actual mastery of fundamental principles.

Models are seldom' 'used in the classroom and a mathematical
laboratory is practically unknown.

AIM AND RESULTS OF INSTRUCTION.

The returns indicate thaem. deference t the opinions of depart-
ments of technology an. effort is made ego differentiate between
mathematical instruction given to engineers and to others. For
engineers the aim is to prepare for their professional courses by
insisting on accuracy in computation and emphasizing such principles

0;irr'73/111i 10: 4 v
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as are of immediate and practical application. At the same time it
is the general opinion that there is a broad cultural value in mathe-
matical training which engineers almost wholly miss by reason of the
limitations to which their work in mathematics is subject. The
cultural value of mathematics is defined in this connection as con-
sisting in the concentration of Attention on definite concepts and their
inferences.

There are exceptions to this view, however, the replies having the
greatest weight of experience back of them asserting that when mathe-
matics is properly 'taught, although limited to technical subjects,
engineers profit largely by this training aside from. the specific value
of the subject as a professional tool. This opinion, expressed by
several, is summarized in one reply as follows:

Our successful students are gaining clearness and accuracy of thought, power of
attack, and fertility of invention that place them far above men not thus trained.
Almost invariably those students who have risen most rapidly to high positions of
power and usefulness have been among the most brilliant mathematicians so 'far, as
they have chosen to cultivate mathematical subjects.

PREPARATION OF TEACHERS.

The consensus of opinion on this point is that it is desirable that
teachers of mathematics in technological schools shall have had some
technical .training or experience, or at least be interested in the
technical and practical applications of mathematics. It is noticon-
sidered practicable, or even desirable, to secure teachers who have
had actual engineering experience. One reason: advanced is that
the pecuniary rewards in engineering practice are so much. greater
than in. teaching that it is impossible to secure desirible experienced
engineeri as .teachers. It is also thought that practical experience
extending over a number of years would actually disqualify one for
teaching by pitting him out of touch with college life and out of
sympathy with the best educational. methods and ideals. It is
admitted, however, that the. teacher' of matheniatics to engineer;
should have an adequate knowledge of the applications of the sub=
ject, as otherwise he would be out of sympathy with the aims of the
school.

. The cause, of the difficulty experienced in securing satisfactory
teachers in this field probably lies in the natural scarcity of men who
prefer teaching to professional work, the preference naturally cow"
nectintitseR with aptitu40..

The moat efficient training for a teacher of mathematics in
technologictil .school is, believed to consist of a technical collegiate
education, or academic course withthe election of numerous teclanical
courses involving the applications of mathematics, followed ty
graduate %iv* pure' mathematics. Previous teaching' oxperience

ha t to be deOrabie but. net .0004tial.
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It ie eingfSally asserted that mathematics should- be taught by
skilledirt*hematicians. The argument is that greater technical
skill is reqiiiied in mathematics than in any department of technology,
and if the latter requires the services of specialists, mathematics can

Also. be best imported by experts in this particular line.'

SUPPLEMENT ON SPECIAL METHODS OF INSTRUCTION.

I. THE TWO-HOUR SYSTEM AT HARVARD UNIVERSITY'.

R. V. Huntington.

In certain courses in mathematics for undergraduates at Harvard
University a special plan of instruction is foftewed. which meets
several important requirements in a large university. .

Each large course (50 to 100 students) is in charge of a permanent
member of the staff, assisted by two or more instructors recruited
each 'year from the ranks, of the graduate students. The course

. meets three times a week for two consecutive hours;cv In the first
part of the period the professor in charge lectures to the entire class,
explaining the method for solving the problems. pf the diy. In the
second part of the period the Blass moves into a large drafting
room, where ,the students work out their problems under the imme-
dist() supervision of the instructors. That is, the three instructors,
including the professor in charge, pass about the room from man to
man, giving each man a brief individual conference on his work while
the work is being done. These conferences are partly in the nature
of a quiz, to make sure that the .student is able to explain intelli-
gently what he is doing; partly to give assistance over special indi-
vidual difficulties; and partly to record the problein work. For this
last purpose special individual record cards are kept. With these
cards in his hand, the instructor has the complete record of each
student before him when he approaches that student for his con-
ference. No problems are "handed in" tobe corrected out of hours;
all the problem work done by the student remains in his notebook
and is inspected and recorded-by the instructor in his presence.

The: work in 'the drafting room, is quite informal, and the students
are at liberty to discuss their problems with their neighbors. An
essential feature of the plan, therefore, is a series of frequent short
tests, usually every two weeks, in which each student works by him-
self. The marks for the ,course are chiefly based On these tests and
on. the usual mid:Tear and final examinations.

The chief advaniages of the plan are that any difficulties the
student may experience are cleared up at once; the instructor is
enable4 to keep in close and constant touch with the work of the
class; and the university is able to avail itself of the services of
experienced teachers who are taking graduate work . on lea've of
absence from their own institutions, and are thus ble for 'such

talents.
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II. REDIRECTION OF EDUCATIONAL AIMS.
k 8. E. Bloom..

From the facts brought out by the questionnaire it would seem
that mathematical instruction . in technological departments of.
colleges and universities has not yet diverged very widely *oar the
lines laid down as orthodox half a century ago or more; and originally
intended as preparatory for one of the so-called learned .professions.
The. rapid industrial development of. recent erears, however, has
created a demand for a highly efficient and specialized form of tech-
nical training, in response to which a new type of school has arisen,
known variously as trade, technical, manual, vocational, commercial,,
industrial, continuation or cooperative. This.. has been accompanied.
by a radical revision of academic standaids, the popular ideal, at least,
being that Of a .trainIng which fits directly for industrial and. social
efficiency. This is evidenced not only in !individual efforts at modi-
fication of the curriculum in many of our own institutions, but also in
recent governMent legislation in Great Britain, France,. and Ggmany..

The appointment of this commission is, inxitself, . a recognition.. of
the fact that a. new educational situation has arisen which demands
special consideration, and the, value of its reports will consist largely
in informing teachers generally of the trend of our American edu-
,Cational policy and in harmonizing cultural ideals with the practical
demand for industrial and social efficiency. To further supplement
the returns to the questionnaire it therefore seems desirable to point
out the most salient features of the new problem in technoilogical
education as apparent .in the scheme of industrial cooperatioii,. with
special reference to its practical. effect on mathematical instruction.

THE COOPERATIVE SYSTEM AT THE UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI.

The effect of any popular, propaganda, such as the demand for
.vocational efficiency referrediz:to above, is of course first apparent in
secondary education, but, siiViough of comparatively recent :origin,'
the movement already shoiithif:an outcropping at the university level
in several places, notablyejii'the cooperative system established at
the Lewis Institute Chicap;.:and at the University of Cin,cinnati.
The basis of this innovation, is usually supposed to consist in the
simple fact of mechanical' :i4ternation between school and Shop,
whereby a manual as well 4.,0.0 intellectual development is secured,
and a trade acquired sirili1144.0ousiy with a professipn. A .more
ade4uate characteristic ,40441mary of the ideas underlying the
Cooperative system, however;ji. that given in the following 'attract'
from a. recent article on the subject:

A 'definite Hie of communication has been .established from the BOW to: the forge
aUd.ehop. and milt* from the le6orapiiry and lecture hall, where tirelavie:440erl

d.goyeinint the worit .rire fortrul4tecl and Made' clear, to *hi** Mitt 200
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the problems of progress. The embryo engineer travels back and forth°between the
two weekly, and always faces the task before he is brought to the science. The laws
of nature, then, have for him an increased significance. Literature and the humanities
have life. Fact and theory are in constant juxtaposition. That strength is gained
Clich we call character, and a safe mental development based on physical effort is
obtained in conformity to nature's laws. "Going to college ". every other week fmn
the workshop has a different meaning from "goiu.g to college" one from the hi
school. It becomes an opportunity that is denied other men in overalls and jumpe
and a corresponding feeling of indebtedness to the one not so favored develops. It
means future cooperation rather than future misunderstanding and mutual distrust.
We have applied the term "cooperative system" to this method of training as latch
in hope of its future results as inedescription of the method.

EFFECT OF THE COOPERATIVE SYSTEM ON MATHEMATICAL INSTRITC-
. TION.

It is obvious that such an intimate correlation of the Concrete with
the abstract is bound to affect both the form and content of instruc-
tion, especially in the case of a basic science like mathematics. As
an instance of this, the result of five years' operation of the coopera-
tive system at the Tiniversity of Cincinnati shows an *increasing
tendency to break down the barriers between departmental instruc-
tion in mathematics and allied subjects, particularly mechanics.
Increasing emphasis is thereby laid upon mathematics as a general
method, or, from another point of view, as the 'unifying principle
underlying all branches of technology. The practical development
of this idea in mathematical instruction in connection with the
cooperative syStem has been gradual, accompanying' the growth of
the general scheme of correlation of departments and shops. Suffi-
cient progress has already been made, however, to show that eventu-
ally the principles of elementary mechanics will be used for unifying
mathematical instruction and correlating it with the manual experir
ence of the student, as well as with other branches of technology.
Effectual provision will thus be made for laboratory instruction in
mathematics, long thought to be desirable, but difficult of satisfactory
attainment.

,fin mechanics, which is taught by a separate department of applied
mathematics, the cooperative viewpoint was adopted at the outset, -

although improvements in method are sill being made. In detail,
the method consisted primarily in urging each cooperative student to
bring to the classroom for solution each week some practical problem
in mechanics or the strength of materials which had come under his
observation in the shop during the previous week. This simple plan
for. securing the active cooperation of the student in his own instruc-
tion put him in 'a receptive mental attitude,. and at.the same time
greatly increased the practical and informational value of the course.
By this method, individualizing, of instruction, which hitherto has
been an ideal rather than a reality, appears spontaneously,rithout
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effort on the part of the teacher, and the elimination of memory
work is accompanied by a concentration of attention on methods and
processes rather than their outcome. The most important features
of this plan are that the student and his activities become the center
of interest and his intellectual and manual activities so articulated as
tAl act as mutual stimuli.

There can be no doubt that the current of modern educational
thought is setting strongly in the direction of practical cooperation
such as here indicated, as shown, for instance, by the results of the
investigation carried out by the Manuel General in France, and the
impression which such men as: .Dr. Kerschensteiner, of Munich, are
making upon the educational policy of Germany. The changes advo-
cated, however, are not as radical as may 'appear at first sight, and no
fear need be entertained as to the loss of any of the so-called cultural
value of mathematical instruction if by cultt* is understood a well-
rounded development of the individual rather than intellectual con-
formity to a rigid Procrustean standard.

CONCLUSION.

The facts here presented indicate that orthodox' instruction in
mathematics does not entirely harmonize with present ideals of mate-
rial developmek In justice to present methods it should be said,
however, that this by no means_ iraplies that instruction in mathe-
matics is less efficient than in other. subjects. A comparison of results
with those obtained in other departments, such as English or physics,
will show no greater returns for a given expenditure of time and
energy. The greateeprevAlence of criticism of mathematical instruc-
tion arises chiefly *from the fact that any deficiency in this subject is
more apparent than in others, as mathematics precedes technological
subjects and serves as their basis. Moreover, the inability to use
mathematical principles once taught may be more apparent than
real,ssince it will often be found that when these principles are needed
for application a brief explanation by the instructor in technology'
will suffice to recall, them with all their original force.

There is perhaps more ground for the criticism that mathematical
instruction at present is too formal and better suited to the needs of
a specialist in mathematics than to a student of technology. The
idea of formal discipline as an educational aim is, in fact, a 'thing of
the past. A sufficient evidence of its futility in the present case is
the difficulty which the average student experiences in 'Making even
simple technical applications of mathematical principles in which he
has been carefully drilled. On the other hand, the fear that technical
applications will lessen the cultural value of mathematics is ground-
less, as a principle or problem loses none of its theoretical importance
because it also has a human or economic value. For instance, in
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such a prosaic field as shop management the well-known Taylor sys-
tem has resulted in the deirelopment of a slide rule for handling 12
variables simultaneously, and the fact that its use increases the out-
put of a machine 50 per cent by no means lessens its importance as an
achievement of mathematical genius.

The whole question seems to resolve itself into the problem of mak-
ing mathematics more expressive of modern conditions. Herbert
asserts that interest is of fundamental pedagogical importance, and
that interest is based on apperception, by which he means that no
instruction can be assimilated until its relation to concepts already
familiar is fully apparent. This indicates that even from a -purely
pedagogical standpoint mathematical instruction should proceed
slowly and each new idea be folloWed out into as many of its ramifica-
tions as possible in order to provide the connective tissue needed to
make education organic. It is suggested, therefore, that effort be
directed toward making instruction in mathematics cumulative;
that is to say, instead of placing the chief emphasis on the logical
development of the subject and relying for practice .on sets of unre-
lated problems illustrating merely a single phase or principle, its
importance as the unifying principle underlying all .exact methods of
expression should be made apparent by a series of original applica-
tions of increasing complexity, each of which shall embody as much
as possible of all preceding instruction in the subject. A graded series
of practical problems in mechanics and engineering design arising out
of the student's growing vi perience is typical of what is meant. Less
ground might apparently be covered in this way, but there can be no
doubt that the ordinary student would make more substantial and
lasting progress..


